A Resolution Regarding the Establishment of a Microwave in the Miller Learning Center

Authored by: Senator Johanna Mercurio, At-Large for Student Affairs

Sponsored by: Senator Kelton McConnell, Franklin College of Arts and Sciences; Senator Landon Clark, Franklin College of Arts and Sciences; Senator Landon Smith, Terry College of Business; Senator Jessica Douglas, Access and Opportunity; Senator Patrick Feinia, Franklin College of Arts and Sciences; Senator Zion Eberhart; At-Large for Student Affairs

WHEREAS, the Miller Learning Center (MLC) is a unique combination of library and instruction space, classrooms, and the best in campus computing and instructional support for faculty; and,

WHEREAS, the MLC is one of the most visited buildings at UGA and has high traffic volume consistently throughout the day; and,

WHEREAS, students, especially those not on meal plan, bring food onto campus that needs to be reheated or cooked in a microwave; and,

WHEREAS, the closest public microwave in relation to the MLC is located in the Tate Student Center which has set hours of operation in comparison to the twenty-four/seven hours of operation of the MLC; and,

WHEREAS, the MLC is part of the University Libraries System and other buildings in the University Libraries System such as the Main Library house a public microwave.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT the 31st administration of the Student Government Association, on behalf of the student body of the University of Georgia, encourages the Miller Learning Center to install a microwave for public use.
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